Would you believe that the most powerful gives his all on every festive occasion-a marvelous development productivity technique you can employ performer. is to use standards for application development?
Let's see, that's 3/4 lb. per person; I need a 12.75 here?
lb. bird. "That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," * Scheduling. "Preheat time is 6 minutes + 15 said the cat. minutes on a side + 20 minutes per pound." "I don't much care where-," said Alice. "Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the cat.
Let Your standards development effort will invariably lead to the creation of a project or development * Section 1. Describes the purpose of the design "handbook" providing instructions, guidelines, phase.
procedures, and handy forms to be used for project * Section 2. Lists the work-products of the phase, management, and specifying the controls, reviews, and the documentation required. and sign-offs required for each development phase. * Section 3. Lists the major tasks to be performed The "handbook" should be used in all development during the phase. and maintenance efforts to provide guidance to the * Section 4. Lists the level of detail required for the project manager and the project team in design document, such as input/ouput and data base descriptions. Describes what each section * project planning, of the design document is to contain. * orienting project personnel, * Section 5. Lists other standards to be used dur-* consistent project execution, and ing the system design, such as recovery support, * measuring how wel projects are performed. data security, audits and controls, HIPO documentation, and testing standards.
Where do you get standards? Many usable or * Section 6. Lists the management plans to be used adaptable standards are described in courses, books, during the design process such as project track-and articles on project management. However, you ing systems, change control procedures, and pro-can write standards yourself or have someone write ject reviews. them for you. Standards and procedures should be * Section 7. Describes the sign-offs and approvals drafted carefully and reviewed by the people who will that will be needed during and at the completion be using them. They should be tested for workability of the system design. and revised, if necessary, until they are satisfactory. * Section 8. Defines the terms used in the system They should be distributed to the development staff design standard. and included as a part of new employee orientation. or faster yet, call us at 617 273-2700, and ask uttered all too often in our business. The real purpose for a sales engineer.
behind standards and guidelines, after all, is to help us do a better, more professional, more consistent Best in graphics, year after year job. With today's costs it is no longer possible to put up with seat-of-the-pants development and the reIILs III Le Icata sulting overruns, missed schedules, and poor quality.
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Nor are standards an affront to the DP profes-l sion-not by any means. In other fields such as law, 215 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA 01803 617 273-2700 * TWX 710-332-1381
July 1979 Reader Service Number 10 medicine, and architecture, comprehensive guide-* They minimize orientation and training time. lines cover everything from appendix removal to the * Standards foster a consistent application of standards for building design and construction. In labor-saving techniques and tools across a fact, it is amazing how DP people have escaped all number of projects.
these years with so few standards and conventions. * In design work, they eliminate over-detail, miniNobody wants to submit to an inflexible and monotomize under-detail, and provide a solid basis for nous routine, but as one who has spent a considerable planning the next part of the project. 
